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Best Items To Keeping Cool All Summer Long

Keith Urban wasn’t lying when he told us that, “it’s gonna be a long, hot
summer…” in fact, scientists predict that this year’s summer will be the
hottest one yet. Now being from the country in the South, the heat does not
bother me but I know for a fact all of my Northern friends who’ve migrated
to the South within the past couple of years and my dearest mother, are
going to need to stay inside as much as they can and if they have to venture
out in the heat, they’ll be needing the best of the best items to keep them
cool. I’ve reached out to some friends and asked them how they were
keeping cool this summer and these are my favorites.

by Ashley-Victoria Smith

Community Contributor

1. ICEE Home Slushie Maker
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Via a.co

Genuine ICEE Brand Counter-Top Sized ICEE at Home Slushie Make

If you were born before '95 this definitely brings back the nostalgic

memories of summer. Running to the nearest 7-11 and mixing all the flavors,

then competing with the gang on who gets a brain freeze first. This at-home

slushie maker will be loved dearly this summer in my household.
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2. SLIQ Spirited Ice

Via sliqspiritedice.com

A little something for the adults at the kids parties...SLIQ Spirited Ice aka

frozen cocktail pops will be your new favorite this summer. With traditional &

signature flavors with a twist; a agave, rum, vodka, or whiskey twist; think

Jack & Coke, popsicle style, it'll cool off your mood without looking suspish -
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Julien McRoberts / Via swoobie.com

For your girls, l i t e r a l l y. These absorbent and disposable bra liners will

be taking the heat for us ladies this summer so you don't show up at

Sunday's brunch with evidence of boob sweat. Swoobie got you covered

and God knows I'll be wearing these, these girls are a size that Victoria's

Secret doesn't carry!

4. MOLECULE Sateen Bed Sheets

Via onmolecule.com

Kiss night sweats goodbye. I've been sleeping on my very own set of

Sateen Sheets by Molecule for nearly a year now and let me tell you, they

do not disappoint. My night sweats are non-existent, these sheets are the

SHEET!
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5. Auraïha Naturally Luminous Mist & Spray Set

Via auraiha.com

Spray, set and cool ... This bad girl is always with me when I am commuting

and for under twenty bucks; she understood the assignment. Auraïha

Naturally Luminous Mist & Spray Set keeps me refreshed and my face

hydrated all day long.
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6. The Skinny Confidential Hot Mess Ice Roller
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Via shopskinnyconfidential.com

I practically drooled over this packaging and not to mention the branding of

The Skinny Confidential. When my girl Bailey told me that this roller helps

with lymphatic drainage (which is what I need on the daily due to my chronic

illness) and that I can use it on my face, neck, chest, boobs, and not to

mention it stays cold for hours. I am telling you ladies, this isn't just for the

vanity take this with you to beach, keep it in your cooler and you'll be one

less hot mess. Well, a cool hot mess.

7. Perfectly Snug Smart Topper, Cooling Mattress Pad
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Perfectly Snug

Talk about innovation, The Smart Topper are perfect for those unbearable

hot summer nights, especially sleeping next to your significant other. The

topper cools you by gently blowing cool air under and around you as it

senses your body temperature and auto-adjusts the amount of cooling to

ensure you stay comfortable all night. It's as if your fan and mattress had a

baby.
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